
Assault  
 
Peter we hear that there are lots of assaults in Nunavut – what can you tell us about assaults 
this morning? 
  
Kevin assault is a very common crime in Nunavut - one of the most common on the docket.  
What would you like to know? 
 
1) Let's start at the beginning - What is an assault? 
 
CCC defines assault in this way 
 
265. (1) A person commits an assault when 
(a) without the consent of another person, he applies force intentionally to that other person, directly or indirectly; 
(b) he attempts or threatens, by an act or a gesture, to apply force to another person, if he has, or causes that other 
person to believe on reasonable grounds that he has, present ability to effect his purpose; or 
(c) while openly wearing or carrying a weapon or an imitation thereof, he accosts or impedes another person or begs. 
 
Assault = application of force to another person without consent 
Assault = threat to apply force (raised hand) or attempt to hit 
Assault = begging with a weapon   
 
Battery meant hitting years ago 
Assault meant attempting to hit and making someone think that you were going to hit. 
Now all combined into one offence – assault means actual contact, attempted contact and a 
physical threat to make contact 
 
2) What is the application of force? 
 
Kugluktuk client – reviewed summaries with him – vigorously denied an assault (no way I 
assaulted him – so we entered a NGP – when we got complete statements – well ya I pushed him 
but I never assaulted him 
 
3) Why is it only intentionally? 
 
Mens rea and actus reus – where would lawyers be without latin words that need explanation?   
MR = fundamental part of criminal conduct – you have to mean it. 
AR is a guilty act 
 
Accident at the theatre – popcorn - dump more and you have leave to buy more for your 
girlfriend – u shouldn’t have a charge on top of missing the movie. 
 
Throwing your slippers at the dog is an intentional infliction of force on the dog but if you hit 
your husband instead it is not intentional so there is no assault – he probably deserved it anyway 
so that is not an assault – we dont like to talk about it - there is a special section in the CCC for 
misbehaving husbands – we dont like to talk about it  
 



4) What does consent have to do with it? 
 
Human nature to fight.  The reality is that thousands of people would be charged for bar fights 
every month if we didn’t have a consent exception.  The reality is humans fight - where we be 
without the magnificent history of human conflict ?– well maybe we would be better off.   
 
A rich guy dies and leaves 1 million dollars. His wife gets a fifth, his son gets a fifth, his 
mom gets a 7th and the rest goes to charity.  Can you tell me what does each get?   
 
A lawyer! 
 
So just imagine if humans didn’t want to fight we wouldn’t need lawyers 
 
Lots of sports involve fighting – where would Don Cherry be without hockey fights?   
 
5) What about assault causing bodily harm is that the same as assault? 
 
267. Every one who, in committing an assault, causes bodily harm to the complainant, is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years 
 
ABW starts with the definition of Assault and goes from there – if you apply force to another 
person and cause bodily harm you have committed an ABH – what is bodily harm?  It means not 
trifling or transitory – a serious black eye or serious swelling is not transitory – it stays for days 
so if you give someone a black eye – it is an ABH. 
 
Unless of course it fits within the slipper misbehaving husband exception 
 
6) Are there any other kind of assaults? 
 
AWW = 257(a) carries, uses or threatens to use a weapon or an imitation thereof, 10 year max just like ABH  
 
AGG Assault = 268. (1) Every one commits an aggravated assault who wounds, maims, disfigures or endangers 
the life of the complainant.  
 
The most serious assault –– penalty is serious too – max is fourteen years. 
 
death is going to be a manslaughter or murder charge 
 
7) People talk about banning fights in hockey should we just ban them period? 
 
Jobidon = SCC says that we have to eliminate consent from serious assaults 
 
Hockey fight with a hockey stick is AWW 
 
Even boxing matches involving serious bodily harm could be the subject of a charge. 
 
UFC is probably not legal in Canada – don’t get your hopes up - only on pay per view. 
 



Knife throwing act – don’t miss.   
 
Next week – even cheerier topic – let’s talk about murder. 


